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Expert Power and Opinion Leadership

A Theoretical Integration

Abstract

The historical independence of expert power and opinion

leadership research and theorizing is noted, with the major

credit for the separateness being attributed to differences

in methodological approach usually taken in the two areas of

research. A theoretical attempt to relate the two areas is

made, I) by relating the general areas of social' power and lead-

ership, 2) by relating expert power (a sub-area of social power)

to leadership, and 3) by relating expert power to opinion lead-

ership (a sub-area of leadership). Historical evidence for the

relationship of opinion leadership and expert power is cited,

culminating in some theorizing and research that crosses the

usually inviolate methodological lines that have historically

separated the two areas of research.



Expert Power and Opinion Leadership:

A Theoretical Integration

Introduction

About ten years ago Katz (1960) presented a discussion of the

confluence of two hitherto unrelated research traditions--rural

sociology studies of innovation diffusion and mass communications

research. He noted reasons why the two traditions had continued

tc work independently, in spite of their obvious similarities,

which he specifically detailed. This paper will attempt to render

the same service to two other related areas of research--opinion

leadership and expert power (and, of necessity, the larger areas

of power and leadership). Possible reasons for the lack of mutual

appreciation between these two areas will be discussed, along with

points of overlap and mutual concern for both types of research.

Research and theorizing that has attempted to bridge the two areas

will be cited.

Historical Separation of Concepts

A major reason for the lack of congruence between the concepts

of expert power and opinion leadership involves the different foci

in the two areas. Expert power research has tended to emphasize

behavioral control, whereas opinion leadership has focused on control

of cognitions. Occasionally there have been breaches of the invis-

ible boundary between the two areas of research, but usually the

two areas are thought of as separate. Research in both areas has

sometimes made passing reference to the other, but few opinion

leadership researchers have explicitly indicated that they were
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incorporating behavioral elements, and few expert power studies

have stated that they were studying influences on cognitions as

well as on behavior.

The reason for this lack of affinity between the areas seems

to relate directly to the methodology typically used. Expert power

research is usually done in the laboratory, while little overt

opinion research is experimental When one is doing experimental

research it is much easier to verify behavioral occurrences than

it is to substantiate claims that the cognitions of subjects are

thus and such. Also, laboratory groups are usually so transitive

that it seems meaningless to study opinion leadership. On the other

hand, when one is studying opinion leadership through the use of

questionnaires administered to a sample of a population in a field

setting, it seems much easi,.:r to talk about cognitions than about

behavior.. In the standard kind of opinion leadership study few

references are made to actual behavior, simply because it is

difficult to observe and measure in a field setting-

Some attempts are being made to study opinion formation in

the laboratory and some are also berg made to study social power

in field settings Hopefully these will eventually lead to a

fruitful congruence of opinion leadership research with research

concerning interpersonal power.

Relationship of Power to Leadership

Expert power research and opinion leadership studies are

typically both delineated as sub-areas of larger concerns: expert

power is thought of as one segment of social or interpersonal power,

while opinion leadership is considered a .somewhat independent part
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of the general concept of leadership. Therefore it seems logical

to first consider any possible connections between the general

concepts of power and leaders,11p

Janda (1960:353), in a study of power and leadership, made a

scathing comment concerning the usual manner of relating the two

concepts.

The first thing to be noted in'a comparative review of the
literature on leadership and that on power is that there is
almost no overlap between the two. Studies of leadership
and studies of power have been conducted almost independently
of each other.

The point made by Janda is well taken. Most studies of power

and of leadership do ignore work in the other area. Two possible

alternative explanations for the situation Janda describes are,

(1) the concepts are not related--an obviously untenable position,

or (2) the researchers have not yet been able to relate the

concepts. This last alternative appears to be the most acceptable.

The relationship between the two concepts has not been made clear

probably because the concepts themselves usually are vaguely

defined. This is less true concerning the concept of leadership

because of the contemporary emphasis on the situational or funct-

ional conceptualizations of leadership.' However, there have been

many difficulties in conceptualizing social power. Before attempting

to relate power and leadership, some problems of defining power

must be briefly explicated, and an acceptable alternative chosen.

Cartwright (1959) has indicated that he believes social power

to be perhaps the most important and most neglected variable of

social psychology. Only recently have theorists made some headway

across what Dahl (1957) calls the "bottomless swamp" of power theory.
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Wrong (1968) made a major contribution by differentiating between

actual and potential power. Mayhew, et al., (1969) developed this

argument and cited theorists that adopt such a "latent force"

interpretation of power.
2

They note that such interpretations of

power create conceptual problems because of confusion between

power and bases or sources of power. This in turn causes measure-

ment difficulties since latency definitions require the researcher

to impute motivation, abilities, and knowledge to those he is

investigating.

Mayhew, et al., (1969) present a less ambiguous approach to

power by disallowing latency conceptualizations, emphasizing

instead control achieved in the exchange of behavior. The power

of one individual is simply the degree to which he is able to

control the actual behavior of another (or of a group of others).

By delineating power in this fashion one is able to measure quite

precisely the power possessed by each individual of a group at any

time or over time. Relative differences in power are easily

discernible, as is delineation of the power structure of a group.

One only needs to look at the relative amounts of control achieved

over other members by each member in order to place that member

in the group power structure. Fluctuations of the relative amounts

of power possessed by each group member (the power structure) can

be clearly seen, much more so than when latency conceptions of

power are used.
3

This behavioral conceptualization of power will

be adopted for use in this paper.

Theorists have made attempts to relate the concepts of power

and leadership. Cartwright and Zander (1960:500) make such an
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attempt, but their initial latency conceptualizations of power

detracts from the statement they make that "...leadership clearly

involves the use of power." They emphasize the close ties again

as they say "Acts of leadership, if they are to be effective, must

rely upon some basis of power." French and Snyder (1959:118), in

research designed to clarify the relationship between power and

leadership, propose what they call

...a restricted definition of leadership in terms of power:
Leadership is the potential social influence of one part of
a group over another. If one member has power over another,
then he has some degree of leadership.

Their work suffers from the same weakness as that of Cartwright and

Zander in terms of conceptualization and they do not again mention

power per se. Instead, they use the term influence, which is

operationalized in several different ways.

Some theorists have tried to relate leadership to power

structures, but most have not employed an easily measured concept

of leadership. Lack of success has been a product largely of the

conceptual problems already discussed. Thus, French (1956:191)

says, "To a large extent leadership consists of a member's ability

to influence others both directly and indirectly by virtue of his

position in the power structure...."

A more workable approach is that of Marak (1964:175). His

study of the evolution of leadership relates leadership and power

as follows:

The development of a leadership structure--an asymmetry in
the relative frequencies of control and compliance acts
initiated and received by the members of a group--depends
upon a situation in which one person has more power than
another.



Marak's definition of leadership structure is markedly similar

to the Mayhew et al. delineation of power. The idea implied in

Marak's statement is that an individual occupies a position in the

group leadership structure by virtue of his place in the power

structure. In other words, an individual who has power, from what-

ever base it be derived, has, at the same time and in correspondence

to his relative position in the power structure, a place in the

group leadership structure. This approach to leadership is

behavioral, and is quite precise in its depiction of the group

power structure at any moment in time.

Following Marak (1964), this paper takes the position that

the sufficient and necessary condition for the presence in a group

of a leadership structure is that there be a power. structure. The

leadership and power structures are, for all practical purposes,

defined as being the same. The external referent in this seeming

circularity is the concept of power, which is defined explicitly

in behavioral terms, as illustrated in Mayhew et al., (1969).

Expert Power

French and Raven (1959), in a seminal work in the area of

power, present a summation of many heretofore unsystematized ideas

concerning various bases of social power. French and Raven discuss

reward, coercive, legitimate, referent, and expert power. Of these

concepts, expert power, which Secord and Backman (1964:276), following

French and Raven, say is "...based on the perception that 0 has

some special knowledge or expertness," is probably the least

specifically examined in research. Nevertheless, this concept

seems to be one of the most important presented.4 Richardson
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(1968, 1969) examines the history of expert power and notes that

it has seldom been demonstrated that a causal relationship exist

between expertise and social power, although much of the literature

of social psychology seems to assume such. Richardson's research,

which examines the operation of expertise with controls for sex

and communication pattern, indicated the necessity of qualifying

and discussion of expert power by including a discussion of the

specific structural and situational factors involved.

The Relationship of Expert Power to Leadership

Before discussing expert power and opinion leadership it is

necessary to relate the general concept of leadership to expert

power. One way of accomplishing this is to refer again to the

work of Janda who, as has been noted, says leadership is a "parti-

cular type of power relationship." He further says (1960:358)

that this relationship is "...characterized by a group member's

perception that another group member has the right to prescribe

behavior patterns for the former regarding his activity as a

member of a particular group,"

Such an approach dovetails with the concept of expert power.

It seems reasonable to think that an expert in an area of knowledge

or skill is perceived by others in the accompanying social situation

as having a right, by virtue of his position in the power structure

to prescribe behavior for them. The position of the expert in the

power structure has been gained because of his relative expertise

at the salient group undertaking. As long as the expert maintains

his position in the power structure, he can exercise power commen-

surate with his position. If, however, he loses his position in the

7
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power structure by virtue of the loss of saliency for his ability

by the other members (task is fin shed, learning on the part of

other group members which changes the relative amounts of expertise

possessed by group members, etc ), then the amount of power that he

can exercise deteriorates accordingly Stated more simply, the

expert has the "right" to exercise power (leadership) because of

his position in the group power structure As long as this position

does not change, his "right" continues This position is implied

by Mudlner (1960:245), who talks of "relevant qualities" of an

individual that are " . directly related to the occupancy of power

positions, for instance abilities that may give someone a 'right'

to claim a power position "

Expert Power and Opinion Leadership

One result of relating a general behavioral conceptualization

of leadership to expert power is that opinion leadership processes

are clarified (See Rogers (1962:209) for a list of synonyms for

opinion leadership.) The clarification requires an expansion of

Janda's idea of the right to prescribe behavior to include the

right to prescribe cognitive patterns as well This appears to be

a logical and simple extension, but qualifications should be made

concerning the conditions under which such effects may, in fact,

Occur

Kelman (1961:65) has pointed out that compliance in terms of

behavior may occur without any change in the cognitive structure

of the individual In fact, permanent changes in the cognitive

structure of an individual can take place, Kelman says, only in

the process of "internalization," " .which occurs when the induced
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behavior is congruent with his va'ue system " Thus Second and

Backman (1964.123) say In the'r discussion of Kelman's ideas, "The

recommendations of an expert are accepted if they appear to be

congruent with one s values " Also, French and Raven (1959) note

that some power bases, such as that of coercive power, do not lead

to permanent cogn.t:ve changes, but that referent power may well

do co. They seem to agree that congruency of values is necessary

if cognitive changes are to occur Thus, n situations where there

is no question or a contlict in values occurring, it seems reason-

able to extend danda's idea to include cognitve patterns as well

as behavior

Evidence for the Relationship

The tact that there is a relationship between expertise and

opinion leadership m aszumed by a numb; r c',:!ed and

Backman (1964:215), follow-ng Katz (1957), list as one of three

characterist*.cs of opinion leaders that " they are compet .,"

explaining turther, " competence otten means that the leader has

more expert knowledge than others " Moore (1921) was one of the

first to examine empirically the relationship. Marple (1933) and

Burtt and Falkenburg (1941 ) were others who dia early research on

the variables of expert se and opirLons The early 1950 s saw

several noteworthy contributions in the area Stycos (1952:70)

pointed out the great importance 'n rural Greece of possessing

the ability to read thr_ newspaper, and concluded, "in an under-

developed country the opinion leader's importance is greatly

magnified, due to his monopoly on certain scarce skills "

Festinga, et a1 , (1952), ii :1 classic experimc "tal study of
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"extreme deviants," treated the pefceived presence or absence of

experts as one of the Important independent var.abes Their

findings suggest that such percept.ons do have an influence on the

opinions of deviate members The design ot they study probably

detracted from drawing definite conclusions, tor group members in

the "expert present" condition did not know who was supposed to be

the expert. Jf the design had made this apparent, then probably

mo,e precision would have been attained in the measurement of

opinion changes and their causes

Invest-Aations of "source credibility" a'so are relevant

Hovland and Weiss (1952.642) found that "Subjects changed their

op neon m the direction advocated by the communcator ;n a sig-

nificantly greater number of cases when the material was attributed

to a '11%gh credlb''Ity' source than when attributed to a low

credibility source " Also, Tal'and (1954), in an experimental

study designed to im.estlgate an earlier finding (by Chowdhry and

Newcomb, 1952) that leaders are better able to assess group opinions,

suggested that, contrary to Chowdhry and Newcomb, the primary reason

for th,s finding is that leaders actually influence the formation of

group opin.on This was substantiated 'n Talland's research for he

says,

The results cont.rm the hypothesis that leaders nfluence

the formation of 9roup op n on when this emerges In the
course of discussion, and that th s .nfluence likely

to account to some extent for the find ng that leaders
make the most accurate eva'uat.ons of gioup ovniori (1954:
433).

The middle 1950's saw several more studies that bear on the

fusing of the two concepts, Including the Menzel and Katz (1956)
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study of innovation in the medical profess-on, the Katz and Lazars-

feld book, Personal Influence (1957), which is a study of influence

patterns in Decatur, Illinois, and the Robert Merton study of

"Rovere," a town on the Eastern seaboard (Merton, 1957)

Menzel and Katz (1956) indicate the applicability of the

"twostep flow of communications" hypothesis to their work. They

conclude that there is, at least ;n their population, a "multi-

step flow of communications." They emphasize status considerations

in this analysis, suggesting that the flow of op'aion leadership

or personal influence is from those of high status to those of

lower status.'' If one can accept their initial conclusions con-

cerning prestige and its relationship to opinion leadership, and,

if we can sssume, as they seem to, that expertise is a major

source of prestige in the medical profess-on, then their findings

lend credence to the attempt to relate the concepts of expert

power and opinion leadership

Katz and Lazarsfeld (1957:3) in the introduction to their work,

define opinion leaders as "...individuals who were likely to

influence other persons in their immediate environment " Through-

out their work Katz and Lazarsfeld use interchangeably the words

"expert' and "opinion leader " Note their statement of _his,

From the point of view of the person influenced, the opinion
leader type whom we shall sometimes call the "general
influential" and sometimes the "expert" is a person in whom

one has confidence and whose opiwons are held in high regard

(1957:140).

Thus, their work refers many times to "experts" in public affairs,

"experts" in marketing, "experts" in fashion, and "experts" in

movies
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The Merton study is probably best remembered for its use of

the concepts "locals" and "cosmopolitans " A complete delineation

of the concepts of locals and cosmopolitans is probably unnecessary.

Suffice to say that, while both groups of influentials exerted their

influence locally, they differed greatly in terms of basic orienta-

tions. The locals were oriented toward Rovere; the cosmopolitans

were not. The cosmopolitans were definitely more interested in the

world outside Rovere The locals were likely to have grown up in

Rovere; thus, they had worked their way up the local status ladder.

The cosmopolitans were typ'cally newcomers to Rovere who had entered

the status hierarchy at the relatively high level of virtue of their

being assigned to an executive position in a Rovere business firm.

Merton says that the locals were influentials by virtue of

whom they knew rather than what they knew. The cosmopolitans,

however, are influentials partially because of what they knew

(their expertise) and partially because of who they were (status

considerations with overtones of prestige possibly derived from

their expertise) In discussing the cosmopolitan Merton says,

His influence rests upon an imputed expertness rather
than the sympathetic understanding of others- . The

cosmopolitan is sought out for his specialized skills
and experience; the other for his intimate appreciation
of intangible but affectively significant details (1957:
403)

Merton carries his analysis further by presenting a dicho-

tomous view of spheres of influence He applies the terms mono-

morphic and polymorphic to describe spheres of activity in which

the influentials exert opinion leadership Of special interest

is his concept of monomorphic influentials
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Some influentials, and these may be termed monomorphic, are
repeatedly cited as exerting influence, but only ,n one
rather narrowly defined area--e g., the area of politics,
or of canons of good taste, or of fashion The monomorphic
influentials are the "experts" in a limited reld, and their
influence does not diffuse into other spheres of decision
(1957:414)

This study certainly al'ows iterpretat:on !ri terms or the

concept of expert power, thus giving substantiation to the claim

that these two phenomena are closely related

Two more recent works in the area or opinion leadership, one

a theoretical work by DeFleuf (1962), the other an empr,cal work

by E1 -Assaf (1967) also demonstrate the relationship of expertise

and opinion leadership The DeFleur work is an Insightful and

provocative discussion of mass commuwcaton theory and opinion

leadership processes He lists his discussion ten major

"conditions of opinion leadership" three of which are relevant here

(1962:262-273) Two of the conditions have closely related but

independent ideas concerning perception of expertise. One deals

with the degree to which the group regards the potential opinion

leader as competent or expert in the specific area of interest to

the group The other concerns the degree to which group members view

themselves as lacking expertness or competence in the relevant area.

He says in regard to the first point that "Competence.. will determine

in part the extent to which an individual can Influence the beliefs,

opinion, and actions of others " Note the inclusion of both cognitive

and behavial elements in his statement
6

Later, in a discussion

of possible relationships between conditions, DeFleur notes that

the two factors may be Independently important, but that "..

relative competence (the ratio between leader and average member
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competence) would provide a more meaningful variable predicting

the emergence of opinion leadership "

Closely related to the conditions involving perceived exper-

tise, or lack of it, is another which DeFleur says may be " ,.the

most important of the general conditions under which opinion

leadership arises within a group" (1962:271). This is the degree

to which the group experiences reinforcement following compliance

to a potential opinion leader's suggestion. He suggests that

reinforcement theory may be the "theoretical mechanism" that can

account for the formation and stabilizing of an influence structure

in a group. This idea is related to what is generally called

exchange theory, as it is presented by Homans (1960) and others.

DeFleur also recommends that small group techniques can be

brought to bear on studies of the flow of opinion leadership. El-

Assal, one of DeFleur's students at Indiana University, has heeded

the recommendation and done a substantial laboratory study in the

area of opinion leadership (1967). El-Assal combines role theory

and exchange theory to aid in explaining the actual process of

opinion leadership He summarizes this combinaton as follows:

(A person) seeks advice from the person with whom he shares
similar orientations and outlooks and whom, in addition he
perceives as competent, knowledgeable, and informed in the
context of advice. Upon locating such a person as opinion
leader, interaction proceeds with a set of role expectations.
The (role expectations) are determined by the costs and
rewards which are involved in the seeking and giving of
advice (1967:197-198).

In the experiment itself one person from each group was

randomly selected to be the one with "high access to the context

of ideas." To accomplish this one group member's answers to an
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ambiguous group task were lad by the expeflmente, to be correct

This estab!ished him as the one wth competence, and )t was pre-

dicted that others would seek mo,e adv ce and be more pone to

adhere to the advice tiom h'm than t,om othee "a,efagP" members

Most of the spec' ,c hypotheses we,e sobtant ated and al: showed

trends in the predicted d,:ecton 'hi: des gn seems to be an

improvement over that ot Fest flyer. et a' , (1952), wh ch was

discussed earlier, s 114.1y because bt the :)pec'fic,ty conceenng

who was and who was not the Pypert

Conclusions and Summa,

DeFleur, Al-As,al, and others such as Rogers (1962) and Bogart

(1967) have po.nted out that most re .search n the area ot oprion

leadership has only described, In a sha'low way, op n On leader-

ship They say, sometimes quite exp' c tly, that we need to do

more than descr,be We need to unde'stand the krocess ot opnron

leadership. It s hoped that this discusslon ot expertise and

expert power, w th Its emphass on the eelat onship 01 cr,___

and behavior, can help de'ineate what :s actua:ly occurring in the

formation of gyoup op nion, as well as help ng to clarity the

actual operas on rat expertise in the accrual of social power

Major theoret,cal po'nts made 'n the paper may be summarized as

follows:

1 Reseach and theoriz ng ,n op n on leadersh p and in

expert power have usual'y rem3ined separate although

they are pla:nly related th s has probably occurred

because of contrasting methodological approaches taken

by researchers 'n the two areas, one of which has tocused
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on behavior (experimenta' studies ot social power) and

the other of which has emphasized cognitions (field

studies of op,nion leadership)

2. The 'elating of op-non leadership and expert power

requires, first of all, a relating of the more general

concepts of power and leadership--someth ng that ,s

accomplished by disallowing usual "potentiallity" de-

finitions of social power and adopting instead a strictly

behavioral approach to power (Mayhew, et a! , 1969),

which meshes nicely with Marak s (1964) theorizing con-

cerning leadership structures.

3 Expert power, which has been examined by Richardson (1968,

1969), is related to the general concept of leadership

through the use ot panda s (1960) idea that leaders are

perceved as having a "1 ight" to prescribe behavior

patterns The point is made that expertise at a group

task can be a major reason why group members would decide

another had the "right" to dictate behavior.

Expert power is then related to opirr.on leadership by

extending Janda's (1960) idea of the right to prescribe

behavior to include the prescription of cognitive patterns

as well. Theorizing by Kelman (1961), especially his

concept of "Internalization," is used to qualify the

relationship

5. An historical examination of research and theorizing that

evidences the relationship ot expert power and opinion

leadership is then presented Special emphasis is given
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the theorizing of DeFleur (1962), who recommends that

experimental techniques be used in the study of opinion

leadership, and to the empirical work of El-Assaf (1967),

a former student of DeFleur's, who does a highly controlled

and valuable study of opinion leadership in the laboratory.



Footnotes

1See Gibb (1966 and 1969), Carter (1953), Secord and Backman (1964),

Hollander (1967), Mann (1959), Bavelas (1960), and Stogdill (1948)

for discussions of this transition from an emphasis on leadership

as a personality trait to leadership as a necessary function of the

group, which is largely determined by the task situation. This

shift of emphasis is best illustrated by the work of Carter, et al.,

(1949, 1950, 1951). This research team began research with the

"trait approach" but their findings brought about a change, which

is best presented in the 1953 Carter article.

2
Many theorists incorporate into their definitions of power the idea

of potential or latency. Bierstedt (1950:738) simply states that

"power is latent force, force is manifest power." Katz and Kahn

(1966:220) say power "...refers to potential acts, rather than to

transactions actually occurring." Lippitt, Polansky, and Rosen

(1952:39) include potentiality in their definition of power.

Jones and Gerard (1967:716) define power as, "A person's ...

capacity to influence others...." Wilensky (1956:178) uses the

term to mean "the ability to employ force, i.e., to apply effective

coercive sanctions." Thibaut and Kelley (1959:101) using concepts

of exchange theory, state, "Generally, we can say that the power

of A over B increases with A's ability to effect the quality of

outcomes attained by B." Many of the contributors to Cartwright's

Studies in Social Power (1959) use the latency type of definition

(e.g., Cohen, Rosen, Levinger, Wolfe, and French and Raven). Also,

Collins and Raven (1969) adopt a "potential influence" definition



of social power. Other such conceptualizations could be mentioned,

but these suffice to illustrate.

3
See Mayhew, et al., (1969) for a fuller discussion and for specific

measures suggested for use in studying social power.

4
The theoretical significance of the expertise is delineated in the

work of Thibaut and Kelley (1959:109), Blau (1967) and Secord and

Backman (1964). Thibaut and Kelley emphasize the relationship of

expertness to the ability to reward, citing expertise as having

special meaning in terms of exchange theory. Blau (1967) and

Secord and Backman (1964) treat expertise as one of several

"resources" that they say leads to social power.

5
They are forced to qualify this conclusion by noting that there

appears to be a role differentiation in their sample, with some

who are not leaders (using any of the criteria whereby they

designate leaders) serving as innovators for the group as a whole.

(This intriguing finding is contradicted, they note, by other

research being conducted by them.)

6
In discussing the second point DeFleur gives a clue as to how

expertise may operate to make the expert an opinion leader,

something that most of the other theorists mentioned have not

done. A long passage will be quoted here to make his ideas

explicit. Note the possible similarities between the DeFleur

statement and the earlier-presented theorizing of Thibaut and

Kelley (1959) in footnote four.



If group memb:2rs perceive themselves as lacking competence in

some degree, this will undoubtedly be a source of anxiety- -

depending upon the extent to which the subject matter of that

incompetence is important to the group. A situation in which

individuals lack competence is likely to be one of ambiguity

and potential threat, that is one without adequate frames of

reference within which to interpret events and formulate

action. This, in turn, may be a necessary condition for

the initial establishment of opinion leadership. If, in such

a potentially threatening or unstructured situation, one

individual interprets the events, suggests action, or other-

wise relieves anxiety by almost any sort of structuring of

the situation, he is likely to emerge from the encounter

having influenced other group members and will very likely

have set the stage for further influencing in similar

situations (1962:226).

DeFleur's statement is reminiscent of Hemphill's concept of

"structure initiation," which is used as an explanation of why

certain individuals achieve leadership positions. (See Hemphill,

et al., (1956, 1957) for examples of the use of this concept.)

Also, one is reminded of the research on leadership stability in

crisis situations. Hamblin (1958), in an often-cited study,

attributes changes of leadership in crisis situations to the fact

that the old leader does not offer the structuring required of

the new situation, while perhaps another group member can and

does offer such structuring, thus becoming the new group leader.

The study done by Katz, Blau, Brown, and Strodtbeck (1957),

though less well done, contributes similar interpretations to

leadership changes.
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